Recent application studies have shown that many irregular applications have a generalized data parallelism that manifests itself as iterative computations over worklists of different kinds. In general, there are complex dependencies between iterations. These dependencies cannot be elucidated statically because they depend on the inputs to the program; thus, optimistic parallel execution is the only tractable approach to parallelizing these applications.
INTRODUCTION
The majority of applications that will run on multicore processors are irregular applications that manipulate pointer-based data structures like trees and graphs, rather than regular applications that deal with arrays and dense matrices. Little is known about the nature of concurrency in irregular applications, let alone how to exploit this concurrency effectively on multicore processors.
Recent case studies of irregular programs have shown that many have a generalized data parallelism that manifests itself as iterative computations over worklists of various kinds [11] . Consider 2-D Delaunay mesh refinement [3] , an important irregular code used in graphics and finite-element solvers. The input to the algorithm is an initial triangulation of a region in the plane, as shown in Figure 1 . Some of the triangles in this mesh may be badly shaped (these are shown in red in Figure 1) ; if so, an iterative refinement procedure, shown in Figure 2 , is used to eliminate them from the mesh. At each step, the refinement procedure (i) picks a bad triangle from the worklist, (ii) collects a bunch of triangles in the neighborhood of that bad triangle (called cavity, shown in blue in Figure 1 ), and (iii) re-triangulates that cavity. If this re-triangulation creates new badly-shaped triangles in the cavity, they are added to the worklist. The shape of the final mesh depends on the order in which bad triangles are processed, but it can be shown that every processing order halts, producing a final mesh without badly shaped elements. From this description, it is clear that bad triangles whose cavities do not overlap can be processed in parallel. Moreover, since each bad triangle is processed identically, this is a form of data parallelism. Abstractly, the worklist implements a set, and the data parallelism arises from computations performed on each element of that set. Element e = wl.get(); //get bad triangle 6: if (e no longer in mesh) continue; 7:
Cavity c = new Cavity(e); 8: c.expand(); 9: c.retriangulate(); 10: mesh.update(c); 11: wl.add(c.badTriangles()); 12:} Figure 2 : Pseudocode of the mesh refinement algorithm Exploiting data parallelism in irregular programs can be more complex than exploiting data parallelism in array programs. Data parallelism in array programs usually manifests itself in DO-ALL loops (i.e., FORTRAN-style DO loops over integer intervals in which the iterations can be proven statically to be independent). Data parallelism in irregular programs often manifests itself in iteration over sets, but the iterations are not necessarily independent. Although static analysis techniques such as points-to and shape analysis [6, 18] can be used in some cases to prove independence, there may be complex dependences between iterations, as in the case of Delaunay mesh refinement. Static analysis fails to discover the potential data parallelism in these cases.
One promising approach is to use speculative or optimistic parallel execution. While there is a large body of work in this area [11, 16, 22] , the work described in this paper is based on the Galois system we have previously developed [11] . In this system, data parallelism is expressed using set iterators, and these iterators can be executed concurrently by some number of threads that pull elements one at a time from the underlying worklist. To ensure that the results of concurrent execution are consistent with the sequential semantics of the program, there is a runtime system that detects conflicting method accesses made by different concurrently executing iterations. If a conflict is detected, one of the conflicting iterations is rolled back and any side-effects it may have had on shared objects are undone. This mechanism is explained in further detail in Section 2.2. Figure 3 shows the Galois version of Delaunay mesh refinement. There is no a priori ordering on set elements, so a sequential execution of the set iterator is permitted to execute the iterations in any order. Although the program can be executed sequentially, the iterator provides a hint to the Galois runtime system that it may be profitable to execute the iterations in parallel. In the Galois sys-1: Mesh m = / * read in initial mesh * / 2: Worklist wl; 3: wl.add(mesh.badTriangles()); 4: for each e in wl do {//optimistic set iterator 5: if (e no longer in mesh) continue; 6:
Cavity c = new Cavity(e); 7: c.expand(); 8: c.retriangulate(); 9: m.update(c); 10: wl.add(c.badTriangles()); 11:} Figure 3 : Delaunay mesh refinement using set iterator tem's execution model, a master thread begins the execution of the program. When this master thread encounters an iterator, it enlists the assistance of some number of worker threads to execute iterations concurrently with itself. The assignment of iterations to threads is under the control of a scheduling policy implemented by the runtime system; in the current Galois implementation, this assignment is done dynamically to ensure load balancing. All threads are synchronized using barrier synchronization at the end of the iterator. As mentioned above, the runtime system takes care of detecting conflicting accesses made to global objects, and recovering from unsafe accesses. The Galois system has been used successfully to parallelize a number of irregular applications [10] .
Scheduling iterations of set iterators
In this paper, we address the problem of scheduling the iterations of Galois set iterators for parallel execution. In principle, these iterations can be assigned arbitrarily to different cores and each core has the freedom to execute the iterations mapped to it in any order. In practice, we have found that even for sequential execution, the performance of the program is affected dramatically by the scheduling policy. Consider a sequential execution of Delaunay mesh refinement. If newly created bad triangles (line 10 in Figure 3 ) are processed immediately, we get the benefits of exploiting temporal and spatial locality. For this reason, hand-written implementations of Delaunay mesh refinement use a stack to implement the worklist. A scheduling policy that picks a bad triangle at random from the current worklist will not exploit locality and may therefore perform poorly. Just how much performance is lost depends on the size and shape of the mesh, cache parameters, etc. but the experiments reported in Section 4 show that the slow-down over the LIFO schedule can be more than 33% for even moderately sized meshes. Paradoxically, other applications such as Delaunay triangulation [5] suffer enormous slow-downs if the schedule tries to exploit locality. In Section 4, we show that using a locality-aware schedule for this problem can triple the execution time compared to using a random schedule! Even for the same application, a good sequential scheduling strategy may be bad for parallel execution. For parallel Delaunay mesh refinement, using a stack (with atomic push and pop operations) to implement the worklist can double execution time compared to using the randomized scheduling policy, as we show in Section 4. This has nothing to do with the overhead of accessing the global worklist since both scheduling strategies involve the same number of accesses; instead, it turns out that there is significant misspeculation if the worklist is implemented as a stack.
This discussion shows that the problem of scheduling iterations of Galois set iterators is considerably more complex than the more familiar problem of scheduling iterations of DO-ALL loops in regular programs. In particular, we have found that the relatively simple scheduling policies in OpenMP for supporting scheduling of DO-ALL loops [13] are not adequate for scheduling iterations of Galois set iterators. To ease the implementation of applicationspecific schedules, we have designed a general scheduling framework and have used it to implement a number of specific scheduling policies in the Galois system.
Organization of paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a high-level description of the Galois system, the basis for our work. In Section 3, we describe our scheduling framework and discuss how it is integrated with the Galois system. In Section 4, we describe experimental results for several real-world irregular applications: Delaunay mesh refinement [3] , Delaunay triangulation [5] , the Boykov-Kolmogorov maxflow algorithm (used in image segmentation) [1] , the preflow-push algorithm [4] for maxflow, and agglomerative clustering [23] . We use our scheduling framework to evaluate a number of different schedules for each application, illustrating the effects of scheduling on performance and the efficacy of our framework. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of lessons learnt as well as future research directions.
THE GALOIS SYSTEM
In this section, we describe the Galois system at a high level to provide background for the rest of the paper. The Galois programming model [11] is a concurrent, object-based shared-memory model that can be implemented on top of an object-oriented language like Java. The design is based on the belief that programmers should write code with well-understood sequential semantics (we call this the client code), while the complexity of parallel programming is hidden within library code and the runtime system.
Client code
The client code is not explicitly parallel; instead data parallelism is implicit, and is packaged into two constructs called optimistic set iterators.
• Set iterator: for each e in Set S do B(e)
The loop body B(e) is executed for each element e of set S. Since set elements are not ordered, this construct asserts that in a serial execution of the loop, the iterations can be executed in any order. There may be dependences between the iterations, as in the case of Delaunay mesh generation, but any serial order of executing iterations is permitted. When an iteration executes, it may add elements to S.
• Ordered-set iterator: for each e in Poset S do B(e)
This construct iterates over a partially-ordered set (Poset) S. It is similar to the Set iterator above, except that any execution order must respect the partial order imposed by the Poset S. Figure 3 shows client code for Delaunay mesh refinement. The well-defined sequential semantics makes it easier to write, understand, and debug the client code. The runtime system exploits the data-parallelism by speculatively executing iterations of set iterators in parallel, as described in Section 1. The client program may contain nested iterators, so the current Galois execution model "flattens" inner iterators, always executing them sequentially. For ordered set iterators, the runtime system ensures that the iterations commit in the set order.
The Galois run-time and class libraries
In this execution model, the key hurdle is ensuring that the parallel execution respects the sequential semantics of the iterators. This is difficult because each iteration may invoke methods on shared objects, requiring coordination of concurrent invocations.
The Galois approach lifts the burden of parallelism from the programmer, placing it instead on the class libraries and the runtime system. The Galois run-time system detects conflicts through commutativity checks. Intuitively, concurrent accesses by two iterations to a given object do not conflict if the methods they invoke on that object commute. This is a property of an object's interface, and is expressed through an annotation of its class definition. Commutativity checks and annotations are discussed in further detail in [11] .
We proposed an alternate means of conflict detection in [10] , which leverages partitioned data structures (for example, the mesh in Delaunay mesh can be geometrically partitioned). If two iterations touch the same partition of a partitioned data structure, a conflict is triggered and one is rolled back. We call this scheme partition locking. For example, in Delaunay refinement if two iterations each access triangles from the same partition of the mesh, there is a conflict even if they touch distinct triangles. Partition locking is less precise than commutativity checking, but we have found that it can have significantly lower overhead, and several of the applications studied in Section 4 use this means of conflict detection.
When a conflict is detected, one or more iterations must be rolled back. To undo the effects of an iteration, the run-time executes a series of undo methods. Each method of a class in the Galois system has an associated undo written by the class implementor(for example, the undo of add(x) in a set is remove(x)). These undo methods are recorded during execution and used to perform the rollback when a conflict is detected.
SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK
In principle, the iterations of an unordered set iterator can be executed in any order, and the runtime system has complete freedom in how it assigns iterations to processors for execution. However, the performance of the program may depend critically on the scheduling policy used to execute the loop for the following reasons.
Algorithmic effects:
In some irregular applications, the scheduling policy can affect the efficiency of an algorithm or data structure used by the application. For example, a commonly used algorithm for Delaunay triangulation, described in Section 4.2, uses a data structure called the history DAG whose operations have good expected-case complexity but bad worstcase complexity (cf the behavior of a binary search tree).
Rewriting the application to use a different algorithm or data structure is one option, but this may not always be possible.
Locality:
To promote temporal and spatial locality, it is desirable that iterations that touch the same portion of a global data structure be assigned to the same core and executed contemporaneously. For example, locality is improved in Delaunay mesh refinement if bad triangles close to each other in the mesh are assigned to the same core and are processed at roughly the same time. Unfortunately, there are also algorithms, such as Delaunay triangulation, in which exploiting locality may trigger worst-case behavior of the underlying data structures(cf inserting sorted elements into a binary search tree).
Conflicts:
Iterations that are likely to conflict should not be scheduled for concurrent execution on different cores. For example, in Delaunay mesh refinement, bad triangles that are close to each other in the mesh should not be processed simultaneously on different cores since their cavities are likely to overlap.
Load-balancing:
The assignment of work to cores should attempt to balance the computation load across cores. This can be difficult in irregular programs because work is often dynamically created, and because load-balancing may conflict with locality exploitation. For example, in Delaunay mesh refinement, load-balancing can be accomplished by assigning each core a randomly chosen bad triangle whenever the core needs work [11] . However, this policy limits locality.
Contention and access overhead for global data structures:
Finally, a good scheduling policy may be able to reduce contention and access overhead for global data structures such as worklists.
Comparison with scheduling of DO-ALL loops
These issues make the problem of scheduling set iterators in irregular programs much more complex than the well-studied problem of scheduling DO-ALL loops in regular programs. DO-ALL loops are usually used to manipulate dense arrays and are often written so that executing iterations in standard order exploits spatial locality. There are few if any algorithmic effects to worry about, and there are no conflicts between different iterations, so the main concerns are load-balancing, and reducing contention and access overhead for global data structures. Therefore, simple policies suffice.
For example, OpenMP supports three scheduling policies for DO-ALL loops: static, dynamic, and guided. Static schedules assign iterations to cores in a cyclic (round-robin) fashion before loop execution begins; to exploit locality, the programmer can specify that the assignment be done in a block-cyclic fashion in chunks of c contiguous iterations at a time. Static schedules can lead to load imbalance if the execution times of iterations vary widely. In dynamic scheduling, the system assigns iterations to cores whenever the core needs work; this is good for load-balancing, but if each iteration does only a small amount of work, the overhead of assigning iterations dynamically can be substantial. To ameliorate this problem and to permit locality exploitation, the programmer can ask the system to hand out chunks of c contiguous iterations at a time. Guided self-scheduling is a more sophisticated form of dynamic scheduling in which the chunk size is decreased gradually towards the end of loop execution.
These policies are not adequate for irregular codes. Most irregular codes such as Delaunay mesh refinement create work dynamically, so static scheduling is not useful. There is no a priori ordering on the iterations of an unordered set iterator, so chunking is not well-defined. One interpretation of chunking is the following: when a core asks for work, the scheduler gives it some number of elements from the worklist, rather than just a single element. However, worklist elements are not ordered in any way, so there is no reason to believe that this kind of chunking promotes locality.
Our approach
In our framework, a fully defined schedule for a set iterator requires the specification of three scheduling functions (see Figure 4 ).
Clustering:
A cluster is a group of iterations all of which are executed by a single core. The clustering function maps each iteration to a cluster. 2. Labeling: The labeling function assigns each cluster of iterations to a core. A single core may execute iterations from several clusters, as shown in Figure 4 . 3. Ordering: The ordering function maps the iterations in the different clusters assigned to a given core to a linear order that defines the execution order of these iterations.
To understand these scheduling functions, it is useful to consider how the static and dynamic scheduling schemes supported by OpenMP map to this framework. For a static schedule with chunk size c, the clustering function partitions the iterations of the DO-ALL loop into clusters of c contiguous iterations. The labeling function assigns these clusters to cores in a round-robin fashion, so each core may end up with several clusters. The ordering function can be described as cluster-major order since a core executes clusters in lexicographic order, and it executes all iterations in a cluster before it executes iterations from the next cluster. Notice that for static schedules of DO-ALL loops, the iteration space, clusters and the three scheduling functions are known before the loop begins execution. For dynamic schedules on the other hand, some of these are defined incrementally as the loop executes. Consider a dynamic schedule with chunk size c. As in the case of static schedules, the clustering function partitions iterations into clusters of c contiguous iterations, and this function is defined completely before the loop begins execution. However, the labeling function is defined incrementally during loop execution since the assignment of clusters to cores is done on demand. The ordering function is cluster-major order, as in the static case. In general therefore, Figure 4 should be viewed as a post-execution report of scheduling decisions, some of which may be made before loop execution, while the rest are made during loop execution.
Scheduling in irregular programs can be viewed as the most general case of Figure 4 in which even the iteration space and clusters are defined dynamically. In applications like Delaunay mesh refinement, elements can be added to the worklist as the loop executes, and this corresponds abstractly to the addition of new points to the iteration space of the loop during execution. It is convenient to distinguish between the initial iterations of the iteration space, which exist before loop execution begins, and dynamically created iterations, which are added to the iteration space as the loop executes. The initial iterations may be clustered before loop execution begins, but the runtime system may decide to create new clusters for dynamically created iterations, so both the iteration space and clusters may be defined dynamically.
A clustering/labeling/ordering policy is a systematic procedure for generating some category of clustering/labeling/ordering functions. For example, a random clustering policy assigns iterations to clusters randomly, and may produce different assignments of iterations to clusters (i.e., different clustering functions) in different runs. We now describe a number of policies for clustering, labeling and ordering that we have found to be useful in our application studies.
Clustering.
We have implemented the following policies for assigning initial iterations to clusters.
• Chunking: This policy is defined only for ordered-set iterators, and it is a generalization of OpenMP-style chunking of DO-ALL loops. The programmer specifies a chunk size c, and the policy clusters c contiguous iterations at a time.
• Data-centric: In some applications, there is an underlying global data structure that is accessed by all iterations. Partitioning this data structure between the cores often leads to a natural clustering of iterations; for example, if the mesh in Delaunay mesh refinement is partitioned between the cores, the responsibility for refining a bad triangle can be given to whichever core owns the partition that contains that bad triangle 1 [10] . The data-centric policy is similar in spirit to what is done in High Performance FORTRAN (HPF) [8, 17] . The number of data partitions is specified by the programmer or is determined heuristically by the system.
• Random: In some applications, it may be desirable to assign initial iterations to clusters randomly. The number of initial clusters is specified by the programmer or is chosen heuristically.
• Unit: Each iteration is in a cluster by itself. This can be considered to be a degenerate case of random clustering in which each cluster contains exactly one iteration. This is the default policy. For applications that dynamically create new iterations, the policy for a new iteration can be chosen separately from the decision made for the initial iterations. Dynamically created iterations can be clustered using the Data-centric, Random, and Unit policies described above. In addition, we have implemented one policy specifically for dynamically created iterations.
• Inherited: If the execution of iteration i1 creates iteration i2, i2 is assigned to the same cluster as i1. This particular policy is interesting because it lends itself to an efficient implementation using iteration-local worklists. Newly created work gets added to the iteration local worklist, which can be accessed without synchronization.
An aborted iteration, by default, is treated as a dynamically created iteration. For example, if a schedule uses the inherited clustering policy, an aborted iteration will be assigned to the same cluster it was in previously, but if it uses the random policy, an aborted iteration will be assigned to a random cluster.
Labeling.
Labeling policies can be static or dynamic. In static labeling, every cluster is assigned to a core before execution begins. In dynamic labeling, clusters are assigned to cores on demand.
We have implemented the following static labeling policies.
• Round-robin: For ordered-set iterators, clusters can be assigned to cores in a round-robin fashion. This is similar to what is done in OpenMP.
• Data-centric: If clustering is performed using a data-centric policy, the cluster can be assigned to the same core that own the corresponding data partition. This promotes locality and also reduces the likelihood of conflicts because cores work on disjoint data for the most part.
• Random: Clusters are assigned randomly to cores.
We have also implemented the following dynamic policies.
• Data-centric: This is implemented using over-decomposition (i.e. the underlying data structure is divided into more partitions than there are cores). Clustering is done using the datacentric policy. When a core needs work, it is given a data partition and its associated cluster of iterations. The distribution of code and data can be implemented by a centralized scheduler or it can be implemented in a decentralized way using work-stealing.
• LIFO/FIFO: These policies can be used when clusters are created dynamically. For example, LIFO labeling means when a core needs work it is given the most recently created cluster.
Ordering.
The ordering policy is determined by the following decisions.
1. Given a choice between some number of clusters, which cluster should be chosen for execution? We have implemented random, lexicographic order (for ordered-set iterators), and LIFO/FIFO (for dynamically created clusters). 2. Once a cluster is picked, what order should iterations in that cluster be executed in? We have implemented random, lexicographic order (for ordered-set iterators), and LIFO/FIFO (for dynamically created iterations in the current cluster). 3. When should execution switch between clusters (i.e. how are clusters interleaved)?
• Cluster-major order: All iterations in the current cluster are executed before those from a different cluster are executed.
• Switch-on-abort: Iterations are executed from the current cluster till some iteration aborts. At that point, execution switches to a different cluster.
• Random: Execution switches between clusters at random.
Implementation
Upto this point, we have presented a general conceptual framework for scheduling irregular, data-parallel applications. For the framework and system to be truly useful, it must be easy for a programmer to implement application-specific scheduling policies. Recall that scheduling of iterations from the worklist is handled by the Galois runtime system. By hiding the worklist in the optimistic iterator construct, the run-time can provide different scheduling policies with minimal intervention from the user.
The object that controls scheduling in the Galois run-time system is the GaloisScheduler. It provides methods which specify how a thread obtains a new piece of work (essentially performing the actions of the labeling policy and ordering policy), and how a core adds new work to the iterator (performing the actions of the clustering policy). By subclassing the GaloisScheduler and selectively overriding these methods, it is straightforward for a programmer to implement any schedule he or she desires. Our implementations of the policies described above use this technique.
Given a set of GaloisScheduler objects that implement different scheduling policies, the question then becomes how a programmer can specify which policy to use for his or her program. One way of setting this policy is through compiler directives similar to OpenMP pragmas: the data-parallel loop is annotated to indicate the policy the programmer desires. Unfortunately, this is too restrictive for our purposes. By limiting the policies to those provided by compiler directives, programmers lose the ability to specify custom scheduling policies (which are often necessary, as we see in Section 4.5).
Instead, we take a programmatic approach. When instantiating the Galois runtime system, a programmer can pass in a particular GaloisScheduler object to set a scheduling policy. This requires minimal changes to the user code, comparable to compiler directives, but retains the full flexibility of the scheduling framework. The Galois system provides several common policies which provide acceptable performance for a number of applications (see Section 4.6).
EVALUATION
We have evaluated our scheduling approach on five irregular applications. The scheduling framework described in Section 3 can be used to implement a vast number of policies and it is both infeasible and pointless to evaluate all these policies on all benchmarks. Instead, we studied the algorithms and data structures in these applications, and determined a number of interesting scheduling policies for each one. We then implemented these policies in the Galois system and measured the performance obtained for that application using each of these policies.
The machine we used in our experiments is a dual-processor, dual-core 3.0 GHz Xeon system with 16KB of L1 cache per core and 4MB of L2 cache per processor. This particular system exhibits performance anomalies due to automatic power management; to eliminate these, we downclocked the cores to 2 GHz. Our implementation of the Galois system, as well as the scheduling framework described in this paper, is in Java 1.6. To take into account variations in parallel execution, as well as the overhead of JIT compilation, each experiment was run 5 times under a single JVM instance, and the fastest execution time was recorded. In an attempt to minimize the effects of GC on running time, a full GC was performed before each execution. We used Sun's HotSpot JVM, which was run with a 2GB heap.
Delaunay Mesh Refinement
This application is described in Section 1. The input data was generated using Shewchuk's Triangle program [20] . It had 100,364 triangles and boundary segments, of which 47,768 were bad.
Scheduling issues.
As discussed in Section 3, the scheduling policy can affect performance because of algorithmic effects, locality, conflicts, load balancing, and overhead. In mesh refinement, algorithmic effects are minor: the total number of bad triangles that are created dynamically depends on the scheduling policy but the variation in this number is small. The final mesh depends on the order in which bad triangles are refined, and although different orders perform different amounts of work, the variation in the amount of work is small. Furthermore, the cost of getting work from the worklist is relatively small compared to cost of an iteration, so the effect of scheduling overhead is small. Therefore, the main concerns are locality, conflicts, and load balancing.
A significant feature of this application is that when the cavity of a bad triangle is re-triangulated, a number of new bad triangles may be created in that cavity. These new triangles will be (i) in the same region of the mesh as the original bad triangle, and (ii) near one another in the updated mesh. To exploit temporal and spatial locality, these new triangles should be processed right away. However, if these triangles are refined concurrently, their cavities are likely to overlap and the abort ratio will be high.
Evaluation.
The baseline sequential implementation, called seq in this discussion, uses a LIFO scheduling policy, implemented using a stack as the worklist to exploit spatial and temporal locality. In all the parallel implementations discussed in this section, the mesh is partitioned between the cores, and conflict detection is performed using partition locking rather than commutativity checks, as described in Section 2. This ensures that all parallel versions use the same mechanism for conflict checks, so the only difference between them is the scheduling policy 2 . We evaluated four different parallel schedules:
• default -This is the default schedule used by the base Galois system: the worklist is centralized, and a core is given one bad triangle, chosen at random, on demand. In terms of the scheduling framework introduced in Section 3, we can describe this schedule as follows: it uses the unit clustering policy for both initial and dynamically generated iterations, and the labeling policy is dynamic and random. Obviously, there are no ordering concerns in this policy.
• stack -This policy is similar to default, except that the worklist is stack-like, so the labeling policy is dynamic and LIFO rather than random. This policy mimics the scheduling policy of seq.
• part -This schedule uses data-centric clustering for both initial iterations and dynamic iterations, with 4 times as many partitions as processors. The labeling policy is also datacentric. The cluster interleaving used is switch-on-abort. Within a cluster, iterations are ordered in a LIFO manner, processing newer work first. The mesh is partitioned using breadth-first search, a simplified version of the Kernighan-Lin method [7] .
• hist -This schedule uses a random clustering policy for initial iterations, with each cluster containing 16 elements. Dynamically created iterations use inherited clustering; newly created work is assigned to the cluster that is currently being processed. The labeling policy is the same as in default.
Because the labeling policy is dynamic, there is no cluster interleaving. Iteration ordering within a cluster is LIFO.
We compared the parallel implementation using these schedules with the sequential implementation. Figure 5(a) gives the wallclock time, in seconds, for seq as well as the four parallel versions on different numbers of cores. Figure 5(b) shows the speedup of the five parallel versions relative to sequential execution time. We see that stack has the worst performance, achieving a speedup of 1.2 on 4 cores, while hist performs the best, achieving a speedup of 3.3.
There are a number of interesting points to note in these results. First, we note that seq, which is the sequential implementation that uses LIFO scheduling, and stack, which is the parallel implementation of LIFO-like scheduling, perform almost identically on one core; since stack is a parallel code, it has a small additional overhead even when run on a single core. Both versions exploit locality and therefore outperform the default version, which uses randomized scheduling. The fact that hist also performs well on one core shows that most of the locality benefits can be obtained by focusing on one bad triangle from the original mesh at a time, and repeatedly eliminating all new bad triangles created in its cavity before moving on to a different bad triangle from the original mesh.
Interestingly, single-core performance does not always translate to parallel performance. While default is slower than stack on a single core, it is faster on 4 cores. This is likely due to speculation conflicts, as discussed before. To investigate this, we measured the abort ratio, the percentage of executed iterations which are rolled back. A high abort ratio is indicative of significant mis-speculation in the program, which may reduce performance. There is no direct correlation between abort ratio and performance: some iterations abort soon after starting (essentially a busy-wait), while others abort towards the end, resulting in more lost work. The rightmost column of Figure 5 (a) shows the abort ratio for the parallel schedules on 4 cores. From these numbers, we see that stack has a very high abort ratio, as expected. By processing triangles chosen at random, default avoids this problem, and the gain in concurrency outweighs the cost in lost locality. Both part and hist perform well in terms of locality and speculation behavior. They both execute iterations in a LIFO manner within a cluster, and their clustering policies ensure that newly created iterations are immediately executed, leading to good locality. They also both exhibit a low abort ratio. In the case of part, this is because of reduced mis-speculation. On the other hand, hist uses the same random scheduling as default to avoid excessive aborts. Unsurprisingly, the two schedules perform similarly, despite very different behaviors. We conjecture that hist is a better schedule than part due to better load-balancing. part uses a static labeling, so it cannot correct for load imbalance between processors. hist leverages dynamic labeling to achieve load balance.
Delaunay Triangulation
The second benchmark we studied is Delaunay triangulation, the creation of a Delaunay mesh, given a set of input points. In general, this mesh may have bad triangles, which can be eliminated using the refinement code discussed in Section 4.1.
Pseudocode for this algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . The main loop iterates over the set of points, inserting a new point into the current mesh at each iteration to create a new mesh that satisfies the Delaunay property. When all the points have been inserted, mesh construction is complete. To insert a point p into the current mesh, the algorithm determines the triangle t that contains point p (line 6), then splits t into three new triangles that share point p as one of their vertices (line 7). These new triangles may not satisfy the Delaunay property, so a procedure called edge flipping is used to restore the Delaunay property. Edge flipping examines each edge of the newly created triangles (lines 9-15); if any edge is non-Delaunay, the edge is flipped, removing the two non-Delaunay triangles and replacing them with two new triangles (line 12). The edges of these newly created triangles are examined in turn (line 13). When this loop terminates, the resulting mesh is once again a Delaunay mesh. Figure 6 : Pseudocode for Delaunay triangulation
To locate the triangle containing a given point, we use a data structure called the history DAG [5] . Intuitively, this data structure can be viewed as a ternary search tree. The leaves of the DAG represent the triangles in the current mesh. When a triangle is split (line 7), the three new triangles are added to the data structure as children of the original triangle. The only twist to this intuitive picture is that when an edge is flipped (line 12), the two new triangles are children of both old triangles, so the data structure is a DAG in general, rather than a tree. If the DAG is more or less balanced, point location can be performed in O(log(N )) time where N is the number of triangles in the current mesh. However, if the data structure becomes long and skinny, point location can take O(N ) time, resulting in poor performance. To avoid this worst-case behavior, Guibas et al recommend inserting points in random order rather than in a spatially coherent order.
Opportunities for exploiting parallelism.
This algorithm exhibits nested iterators (over wl and wl2). We parallelize the outer iterator, as in the default policy of the Galois system, inserting multiple points in parallel. Inserting a new point only affects the triangles in its immediate neighborhood, so inserting multiple points in parallel can be profitable, as long as they are sufficiently far apart in the geometry. Conflicts can occur when two threads attempt to manipulate the same triangles in the mesh (lines 7 and 13). Notice that this algorithm does not add elements to the worklist dynamically.
Scheduling issues.
For this application, algorithmic effects are the most important, since it is critical to avoid worst-cast behavior of the history DAG. The best sequential implementation (seq) uses a random worklist [5] . In the parallel implementation, we can exploit temporal and spatial locality if points are inserted in sorted order. Unfortunately, this can lead to worst-case behavior of the history DAG.
Evaluation.
The input data for our experiments is a set of 75,000 random, uniformly-distributed points; the final mesh has roughly 150,000 triangles.
We evaluated three different parallel schedules:
• default -The default Galois schedule. Note that this approximates the schedule used by the sequential implementation.
• part -The points are partitioned geometrically. The schedule uses data-centric clustering for the initial iterations, with 8 times as many clusters as cores. The labeling policy is also data-centric. The ordering is cluster-major; within each cluster, the ordering is random. Intuitively, this scheduling policy tries to exploit locality when clustering iterations, but it does not try to exploit locality when executing a given cluster.
• sorted -This schedule is similar to the part schedule except that the ordering within each cluster is the (geometrically) sorted order rather than random. Intuitively, this scheduling policy tries to exploit locality when creating clusters and also when executing iterations in each cluster. Figure 7(a) gives the overall execution time on different numbers of cores, as well as the abort ratio on four cores. Figure 7(b) shows the speedup relative to seq for the various schedules. The sorted schedule exhibits the worst performance of all the evaluated schedules. Although sorting the points achieves better locality in the mesh, these results illustrate the tradeoff described earlier: sorting the points is good for locality but it leads to a poorly shaped history-DAG and affects algorithmic performance. However, abandoning locality completely is not the best solution either. The best performance is achieved with the part schedule. This achieves a good balance between locality in the mesh (as each core focuses on points from a single partition at a time) and randomness for the DAG (as the interleaving of different cores' iterations is essentially random). With this schedule, we achieve a speedup of 3.13 on 4 cores.
Boykov-Kolmogorov maxflow
The Boykov-Kolmogorov algorithm [1] is a maxflow algorithm tuned for image segmentation problems and based on augmenting paths (we abbreviate the algorithm as "B-K maxflow"). It performs a breadth-first walk over the graph to find paths from the source to the sink in the residual graph. Once an augmenting path has been found and the flow is updated, the current search tree is updated to reflect the new flow, and then used as a starting point for computing the next search tree. The algorithm computes search trees starting from both the source and the sink.
B-K maxflow is naturally a worklist-style algorithm, as seen in Figure 8 : each node at the frontier of a search tree is on the worklist. When a node is removed from the worklist, its edges are traversed to extend the search, and newly discovered nodes are added to the worklist. If an augmenting path is found, the capacities of all edges along the path are decremented appropriately. Nodes that are disconnected as a result of this augmentation are added back to the worklist.
1: worklist wl = / * initialize with SOURCE and SINK * / 2: for each Node n in worklist { //n in SourceTree or SinkTree 3:
if (n.inSourceTree()) { 4:
for each Node a in n.neighbors() { 5:
if (a.inSourceTree()) 6:
continue; //already found 7:
else if (a.inSinkTree()) { //decrement capacity along path 8:
int cap = augment(n, a); //update total flow 9:
flow.inc(cap); //put disconnected nodes onto worklist 10:
processOrphans(); 11:
} else { 12:
worklist.add(a); 13:
a.setParent(n); //put a into SourceTree 14: } 15: } 16: } else { //n must be in the SinkTree 17:
... //similar to code for when n in Source Tree 18: } 19:} Figure 8 : Pseudocode for B-K maxflow Opportunities for exploiting parallelism.
As in the other applications, the order in which elements are processed from the worklist is irrelevant to proper execution, although different orders will produce different search trees. Therefore, we can process nodes in the worklist concurrently, provided there are no conflicts. Conflicts can occur when concurrent traversals visit the same node (line 13), or when augmenting paths overlap (line 8).
Scheduling issues.
Unlike Delaunay triangulation and refinement, the iterations in B-K maxflow do relatively little work. Most perform a single step of a breadth-first search. Furthermore, augmenting paths in image segmentation problems tend to be short, so even iterations that perform augmentation are short. The cost of obtaining work from the worklist, especially in parallel, is a significant concern in this application, and thus the effect of scheduling on overhead and contention for shared structures is paramount.
Evaluation.
The sequential implementation is a Java port of the original sequential C code, which uses a queue for the worklist. The input data is a 1024x1024 image segmentation problem based on overlapping checkerboards. We evaluated five parallel schedules for this application:
• default -the default schedule.
• queue -this is the same policy as default, except the labeling policy uses FIFO labeling. This schedule approximates the sequential schedule of execution since it will perform an approximate breadth-first traversal.
• chunked -this is the same policy as queue, except it uses the random clustering policy, and aims to create clusters of size 16. Dynamically generated iterations are assigned to new, unlabeled clusters. The ordering within a cluster is random.
• hist -this is the same policy as chunked, except the clustering function uses the inherited rule for dynamically generated iterations. Intra-cluster ordering is LIFO ordering. This is essentially the same schedule as hist in mesh refinement.
• part -This schedule is the same as part in mesh refinement, except the ordering policy uses cluster-major ordering and the clustering policy uses the inherited rule for new work. This clustering policy is key, because in this appli-cation, data-centric clustering may not assign newly created work to the current cluster. As the input graph has a grid structure, the partitioning used for data-centric clustering is block-based. Figure 9 (a) gives the execution time on different numbers of cores, as well as the abort ratio on four cores. Figure 9(b) shows the speedup relative to seq for the parallel schedules. We see that default performs the worst, actually slowing down compared to sequential execution by a factor of 10 on four cores, while part performs the best, achieving a speedup of 2.67x over seq. This application illustrates the effects of scheduling overhead on execution performance. The locality effect of newly created work manifests itself in better single-core performance for queue over default. However, both default and queue perform poorly on four cores, slowing down compared to the same schedule on one core. This is because accessing the worklist is a significant portion of each iteration, and if a schedule uses dynamic labeling, the worklist is global. These accesses are guarded by locks to ensure correct labeling of clusters, thus resulting in poor performance.
This effect can be mitigated by reducing the overhead of dynamic labeling. One approach is demonstrated by chunked: iterations are grouped into clusters, reducing the amount of labeling that must be done. This reduces execution time, but still has significant overhead during clustering: newly created work is assigned to new clusters, thus requiring synchronization to ensure correct cluster formation. The hist schedule keeps newly created work in the current cluster, eliminating the need to add and remove newly created work in the global worklist, which produces better results.
All of the previously discussed schedules rely on dynamic labeling to some extent, and this requires synchronization on a global worklist. By using static labeling, we no longer require a global worklist and this bottleneck is removed. We see that the part schedule, which uses static labeling and inherited cluster assignment for new work, is the best performing schedule.
This application demonstrates the need to carefully consider the overhead implicit in a scheduling decision, as it can have dramatic effects on application performance.
Preflow-Push
The preflow-push algorithm [4] is another approach to solving maxflow. Unlike augmenting-paths algorithms, which iteratively improve a valid flow until it is maximal, preflow-push algorithms 1: Worklist wl = / * Nodes with excess flow * / 2: for each Node u in wl { 3:
for each Edge e of Node u { / * push flow from u along edge e update capacity of e and excess in u flow == amount of flow pushed * / 4: double flow = Push(u, e); 5:
if(flow > 0) 6: worklist.add(e.head); 7: } 8:
Relabel(u); // raise u's height if necessary // put u back in worklist if still active 9:
if(u.excess > 0) worklist.add(u); 10: } Figure 10 : Pseudocode for preflow-push work on an 'invalid' flow, called a preflow, where nodes can have excess inflow. Any nodes with excess are called active; by processing these nodes, the preflow is converted into a maximum flow.
The algorithm begins by pushing flow from the source to all of its neighbors, activating them. The goal is to eliminate the excess at these nodes by either directing it towards the sink or draining it back to the source. The basic idea is to maintain a height value at each node and push flow from higher nodes to lower nodes, all the way to the sink which is at height 0. Height values act as a lower bound on distance to the sink node, and are updated as the residual graph changes during the algorithm.
The basic preflow-push algorithm maintains a single worklist of active nodes that is processed until empty. Two operations, push and relabel, are permitted on each active node. A push operation moves excess flow from a node x at height h to a node y at height h − 1; this activates node y and adds it to the worklist. A relabel operation lifts x up until it is high enough to push its excess to one of its neighbors. The pseudocode for the algorithm is given in Figure 10 . Various heuristics have been proposed to improve performance, but a full examination of each variant is beyond the scope of this work, so here we focus on the basic algorithm.
Opportunities for exploiting parallelism.
Like the other algorithms in this paper, the preflow-push worklist can be processed in any order, making it suitable for parallelization. The push and relabel operations are both local, involving only an active node and its immediate neighborhood. Conflicts can occur if two cores attempt to manipulate the same node via either a push (line 4) or a relabel (line 8) operation. This algorithm is unique among our applications in that all successfully completed push and relabel operations remain valid even if followed immediately by a conflict. Thus, it is not necessary to undo any preflow-push work after an abort.
Scheduling issues.
Iterations in preflow-push are the shortest among our example applications; the push and relabel operations are cheap, and the regular nature of the graph means that nodes have few neighbors. The majority of the overhead arises from contention, either in interacting with the global worklist, or in keeping processors isolated from each other. Furthermore, unlike B-K maxflow, this algorithm is almost entirely based on newly generated work. Thus it is important to have a scheduling policy that can suitably cluster and label this new work to assign it to the appropriate processor.
Evaluation.
The best performing sequential implementation uses the following schedule (inspired by our parallel experiments): when a unit of work is removed from the main worklist, it is transferred to a secondary worklist. The algorithm processes the secondary worklist until exhausted, then returns to the main worklist to get the next unit of work. We compared this sequential schedule, seq, to the schedules default, chunked, hist, and part from B-K maxflow, using a 128x128 instance of the segmentation problem. (a) Execution time (seconds) and abort ratios Preflow-push, even more than B-K maxflow, shows tremendous sensitivity to scheduling overheads. Computing a maxflow on the input data requires about 30 million iterations of the main loop. Unsurprisingly, default performs very poorly, and although chunked does show improvement due to larger iteration clusters, newly generated work is still handled too slowly to result in speedup.
By using a local worklist to speed up clustering of new work, we are able to at least match sequential performance, as shown in the hist schedule. However, the abort ratios here show the importance of intelligently clustering the iteration space. Thus, the part schedule, which statically clusters iteration space to reduce conflicts and lower scheduling overhead, achieves the best performance and results in a 2.86x speedup on 4 cores.
Agglomerative Clustering
Agglomerative clustering is a commonly used algorithm in datamining [21] and other fields 3 . We use a version from a graphics application for handling a large numbers of light sources [23] . It builds a hierarchical representation (a binary tree or dendogram) from a set of points based on similarity or distance. The input is a set of points and a metric that assigns a size to any subset of points. The algorithm then progressively clusters pairs of elements (each element is subset of input points) that are the most similar (i.e., their union has the smallest size), until only one element is left (the root node of the binary tree). A kdtree is used to efficiently answer queries for the nearest neighbor of an element. When two elements are clustered, they are removed from the kdtree and a new element representing their union is added to the kdtree.
The algorithm described in [11] is a greedy algorithm using an ordered set, but under some mild conditions on the metric, there is an equivalent algorithm using an unordered set iterator, shown in Figure 12 : Psuedocode for agglomerative clustering Figure 12 . Intuitively, we can cluster two elements together whenever we can prove that the ordered greedy algorithm would also cluster them eventually. If the metric is non-decreasing with respect to set membership and if two elements agree that they are each other's best match then it is safe to cluster them immediately.
Opportunities for Parallelism.
The resulting tree is not affected by the order in which the worklist is processed, allowing elements to be processed in parallel. Conflicts arise when one thread modifies the kdtree (lines 9 to 11), and this changes the result of another thread's ongoing nearest neighbor computations (lines 4 and 6).
Scheduling issues.
Agglomerative clustering builds a binary tree from the bottom up so a node cannot be created before its children. Specifically, an element often cannot be clustered until after some other elements have been processed. A poor schedule can result in repeatedly attempting to cluster elements which cannot be clustered yet (line 15), leading to an explosion in the amount of work done.
Evaluation.
We evaluated three different schedules for this application using 200,000 initial points. The best sequential version uses the same locality optimizations as the hist schedule below, but without the conflict checking and synchronization overheads.
• default -The default schedule.
• chain -This schedule improves locality using a programmerspecified dynamic labeling policy. If an iteration does not successfully form a data cluster between a and b, the labeling policy assigns the iteration associated with b to the processor next, based on a scheduler hint inserted into the iteration at line 15.
• hist -This schedule is the same as chain, except when a and b are successfully combined in a data cluster (line 13). In this case, the schedule assigns the newly created iteration to the current iteration cluster (as in the inherited clustering policy), using another scheduler hint. This does not affect iterations generated by line 15, otherwise the loop would never terminate.
While default achieves good self-relative speedup using more cores, its performance is poor compared to the best sequential seq. Due to the scheduling issue discussed above, default executes more than 13 times as many iterations as seq.
The user-defined labeling function in chain results in a much more efficient schedule than default, performing about 10 times fewer iterations. It also exhibits better locality than default, and hence runs 12 times faster. Finally, hist exploits additional locality due to its clustering of newly created work after a successful clustering, leading to a real speedup of 2.3 on four cores. We see that for this application, algorithmic effects dominate the performance, and the necessary schedule to mitigate these effects is complex and problem-specific. Our scheduling framework allows us to specify this kind of complex scheduling.
Summary of Results
Our experimental results clearly demonstrate it is beneficial to provide scheduling flexibility across applications -the default Galois scheduling policy tends to perform poorly. Furthermore, across different applications the optimal scheduling policy can differ. Table 1 summarizes the scheduling policies that we found to perform the best for each of our applications. The policies are presented as follows: clustering shows first the policy for initial work, then the policy for dynamically generated work; labeling specifies dynamic or static labeling, then the specific policy; and ordering shows first the cluster interleaving policy, then the intra-cluster ordering policy.
While every application we evaluated (other than the two maxflow problems) required a different set of scheduling policies to produce the best results, there are some common features which can inform a programmer's choice of schedules. When dealing with partitioned data structures, as in all applications other than agglomerative clustering, it is beneficial to perform data-centric clustering and labeling (though this is not the best schedule for mesh refinement, it approaches the optimal schedule in performance). When new work is created, inherited clustering should be chosen (a slight modification of this policy was necessary for agglomerative clustering to ensure termination). Cluster-major ordering is useful as it promotes locality. As these choices seem like natural starting points for designing a scheduling policy for an application, the Galois system provides this policy for programmers to use "out-of-the-box."
It is possible that even for a single application there is not a particular scheduling policy that performs the best. In irregular programs, behavior can be very input dependent. For lack of space, we have only evaluated each application on a single input set, and have not investigated this input-dependent variability in scheduling. However, for the general types of inputs we have considered for each application (e.g. image segmentation problems for B-K maxflow and preflow-push), we feel that there is likely only small amounts of variability in the optimal scheduling policy across inputs. We leave a full study, which would also consider other types of inputs which may have significantly different behavior, to future work.
RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

Related Work.
While data parallelism in regular applications has been studied extensively, it is only in the last decade or so that parallelism in irregular applications has been explored. A common hardware approach is Thread Level Speculation (TLS) [9, 16] , which speculatively executes loop iterations in order. There have also been software-based approaches to parallelism. In [22] , Vachharajani et al proposed a speculative variant of Decoupled Software Pipelining (DSWP) [14] , which parallelizes loops by executing different strongly connected components of a loop on different processorsin essence transforming data parallelism into task parallelism.
However, both variants of loop parallelization are fundamentally tied to loop order; TLS requires loop ordering to perform rollback, while DSWP relies on loop ordering to detect strongly connected components, and hence extract parallelism. In essence, by taking a low-level view of data parallelism, they do not allow the abstractions required to perform scheduling as we propose here. Furthermore, all these systems detect speculative conflicts by examining the read and write sets of speculatively executed iterations. In contrast, we use commutativity properties of method invocations of abstract data types, which allows the use of semantic information in detecting conflicts. Our experience is that this reduces the number of reported conflicts dramatically.
In [15] , Philbin et al. reordered loops in sequential applications to improve locality, using information about data accesses. In the realm of task-parallelism, Chen et al proposed scheduling concurrent execution in order to promote cache sharing on CMPs [2] . Both techniques, while different in their approaches, are similar in spirit to our use of data-centric clustering and labeling functions to promote locality.
In the past several years, there has been significant interest in Transactional Memory (TM) as a synchronization technique [12] . However, because TM is a concurrency construct for explicitly parallel programs, not a parallelization technique, the type of scheduling we discuss in this paper is meaningless; when using TM, a thread executes a transaction whenever it encounters one. There is a second aspect to scheduling which TM does consider: contention management (i.e. which speculative thread should be rolled back on a conflict). While there have been several policies proposed in the literature [19] , in our experience we have not found it necessary to use anything other than the Galois default policy: the thread detecting the conflict rolls back.
Conclusions.
In this paper we presented a general framework for scheduling data-parallel computation, suited for both regular and irregular applications. We described how a schedule can be defined through three policies: clustering, labeling and ordering. We also showed how the object-oriented nature of the Galois system can be leveraged to easily implement our framework. Through an evaluation of the framework on several real-world applications, we demonstrated that different schedules can exhibit widely varying performance on a given application, and that there is no single, bestperforming schedule across all applications. By extending the Ga-Scheduling Policy Application Clustering Labeling Ordering Mesh refinement random / inherited dynamic / random -/ LIFO Delaunay triangulation data-centric / -static / data-centric cluster-major / random B-K maxflow data-centric / inherited static / data-centric cluster-major / LIFO Preflow-push maxflow data-centric / inherited static / data-centric cluster-major / LIFO Agglomerative clustering unit / custom dynamic / custom -/ - Table 1 : Highest-performing scheduling policies for each application lois system with our scheduling framework, programmers can explore the space of possible schedules, arriving at the particular schedule that best suits their application.
